If you want excellent heat rejection and UV
protection without sacrifices, the LLumar®
CTX Series allows you to drive in style and
connect with ease.

Quality you can count on.
Proudly made in the U.S.A. from globally
sourced materials, high-performance
LLumar ® brand window tints help protect

ENHANCED STYLE

and improve homes, businesses, and
vehicles worldwide. Manufactured by
Eastman Performance Films, LLC, LLumar

EXCELLENT HEAT REJECTION
FOR IMPROVED COMFORT
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
THAT WON’T INTERFERE
WITH ELECTRONICS

products are recognized for their outstanding
appearance and durability. Professionally
installed, LLumar window tints are backed
by a manufacturer’s limited warranty.*
This, along with a reputation for quality and
innovation, has made LLumar one of the best-

CTX Series
Ceramic Window Tint

Stay Comfortable. Stay Connected.

selling and most-respected window-tinting

PRIVACY FOR PASSENGERS 
AND BELONGINGS

LESS DISTRACTING GLARE

brands in the world.

Call
1-800-2LLUMAR
or visit
www.llumar.com

*Certain restrictions apply; see an authorized dealer for warranty details.**Wavelengths
300-380nm. ‡Based on data obtained during product development and is subject to
change. Data captured using National Fenestration Rating Council’s (NFRC) guidelines
and calculated for single pane, nominal 1/4 inch (6mm) clear glass. Reported values are
taken from representative product samples and are subject to normal manufacturing
variances. Actual performance will vary based on a number of factors, including
glass type and properties. See LLumar.com for technical details. ©2018 Eastman
Performance Films, LLC. Product brands referenced herein with a ™ or ® symbol are
trademarks of Eastman Chemical Company or its subsidiaries. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. All rights reserved. No liability is accepted for
errors. (10/18) L1883

LLUMAR® CTX® SERIES
CERAMIC WINDOW TINT

Drive in style.
Connect with ease.

Which LLumar CTX window tint is right for you?
Use the chart to find your perfect
window tint.

Drive in style, revel in comfort and connect with
ease, thanks to all the features loaded into our
premium ceramic window tint. It’s available in

1

a generous range of sophisticated charcoal
shades, so you can create precisely the look you
want. Our innovative, nano-ceramic technology
makes it possible to deliver outstanding infrared
heat rejection, glare control and UV protection
that’s completely metal-free, so it won’t interfere
with signals from your electronic devices.

2

What shade of window
tint do you prefer? The
lower the percentage of
visible light transmission,
the darker the window tint.
How cool do you want
your car’s interior to be?
The higher the value of
solar energy rejected,
the lower the interior
temperatures in your car.

% Visible Light
Transmission1

% Total Solar
Energy Rejection2

% Glare
Reduction
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With a durable scratch-resistant coating and
built-in UV absorbers, CTX window tints come

If you’re demanding and want your car to get

with a manufacturer’s lifetime limited warranty*

noticed, you’ve found your match in CTX Series

to ensure you and your car will always look smart.

ceramic window tint.

Ceramic
window tint
that won’t
interfere with
your electronic
devices

Sunblock for your car
and the people inside.
Safe driving means more than just
avoiding accidents. It also means limiting
exposure to harmful ultraviolet rays when
you’re on the road. Did you know the driver’s
side of your body is most at risk for exposure
to damaging UV rays that accelerate the
aging process and increase your risk of skin
cancer? The same UV rays that can cause
wrinkles on your skin can also fade and crack
your car’s upholstery. CTX window tints
block more than 99% of harmful UV rays**,
safeguarding you, your family, and
your investment.

Window tint is recommended
as part of a comprehensive
skin care program.

